PARKOUR / NINJA WARRIOR INFRASTRUCTURE:
1. Ninja course stepped seating spectator area and steps up to skatepark
2. Qinqutriple Steps
3. Ledge Hanger
4. Rope Climb
5. Peg Bridge
6. Tubular stainless steel sculptures as climbing frames for all ages and free form parkour obstacles on softall mounds
7. Swaying Steps
8. Floating Boards
9. U- Turn Ramp
10. Vaulting Walls
11. Traverse climbing and net wall
12. Spider Walk

LANDSCAPE INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Entry node with feature pavement treatment
2. Hangout groves with various combinations of tables, seating, BBQs, shelters, hammocks, swings
3. Proposed pathway to alignment of existing trees
4. Proposed areas of garden beds with featured plantings and seating walls under groves of trees
5. Proposed raised & mounded garden bed with trees & grasses and groundcovers
6. Existing pathway alignment to be upgraded
7. Existing fitness station and exercise equipment retained
8. Colourful arbor structure over
CONCEPT OPTION [02]:
OVERALL PARKOUR / NINJA WARRIOR 3D PERSPECTIVES: